NEW FOOTWAYS PROJECT – VILLAGE CONSULTATION
BEECH ROAD SAFETY WORKING GROUP (BRSWG)
Who are we?
BRSWG has been set up by Beech Parish Council to find solutions to the problem of pedestrians and other recreational road users
having to share the roads with motorised traffic. Since its inception in January 2020, the committee has included Parish Councillors and
other Beech residents. The committee is appointed by Beech Parish Council and is open for any Beech residents to apply to join.
Current members:
Charles Cockburn, Chairman
Ian Gibson
Malcolm Ward-Close
Graham Webb

BRSWG Objective (set by Beech Parish Council)
Conduct a roadway and footway project to improve road safety in Beech for all road users, with particular emphasis on pedestrians, and
thereby encourage walking and other non-vehicle travel within the village, increasing the opportunity for physical exercise and improving
community cohesion, social interaction, recreation and health.

The Approach
We have worked on the basis of seeking a solution that improves road safety and promotes non-vehicular travel for the whole village.
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SUMMARY OF PROGRESS SO FAR
We have:

●

Conducted a detailed analysis of the problems experienced by pedestrians walking through Beech on the main thoroughfare of
Medstead Road, Kings Hill and Abbey Road.

●
●

Evaluated all established road safety measures, including traffic calming, on-road footways and off-road footways.

●

Carried out an extensive literature review on the subject and consulted with other parishes in England who have faced similar
traffic and pedestrian issues.

●

Presented the findings and our proposed scheme to Beech Parish Council in a written report (January 2021) and have also
produced two supplementary reports: “A Review of Automatic Number Plate Recognition Camaras, February 2021” and
“Community SpeedWatch Cameras and Vehicle Activated Displays, March 2021”.

Analysed HCC and EHDC published policies on walking, cycling, footpaths and traffic calming and have provided estimates of the
likelihood of different options receiving HCC approval where possible.

Next Steps
Hampshire Highways Approval Process
Beech Parish Council adopted the BRSWG report on the 8th February 2021 and authorised the ‘Preferred Scheme’ for submission to a
Preliminary Safety Audit, the first stage of the Hampshire Highways approval process.
In June we received the result from Hampshire Highways that our proposals have passed the safety audit, subject to changes to the
final 400m section of Kings Hill up to Alton Abbey. With Beech Parish Council’s consent, this section (and the section beyond Alton
Abbey) will be removed from the scheme, to be revisited at a later date. Preparations are now underway for the submission of a
detailed technical proposal to Hampshire Highways.

Village Consultation Process
With the news from Hampshire Highways that they have no safety objections to our proposed scheme at this stage, other than the one
mentioned above, we would like to present our proposals to the residents of Beech and invite comments and suggestions, ahead of
any detailed planning.
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AN ANALYSIS OF THE BEECH TRAFFIC PROBLEM
For pedestrians, traffic in Beech is intimidating, and for many the experience of walking in the road is unpleasant. By necessity,
most walkers take extreme care and it is not surprising that the accident figures are low (although, not zero - a jogger was seriously
injured in Medstead Road last year in a hit and run incident).
Consequently:

●

Many residents are hesitant about walking in the road and are more likely to drive for recreational or social activities, which
creates more traffic and pollution.

●

There is a lack of cohesion between the different parts of the village.

In Beech, despite the roads being residential, as shown by the presence of street lighting, pedestrians are forced to walk in the road
and share the carriageway with traffic moving in both directions at 30 mph or more.

Root causes

●

There are no pavements or footpaths, except at the bottom of Medstead Road near the A339, and by the bus stop next to the
village hall.

●
●

In many places there is no grass verge, with hedges and steep banks coming down to the edge of the carriageway.

●

The main route through Beech normally carries approximately 250 vehicles per hour at peak times and speeds are often too high
for the conditions (the average vehicle speeds through Beech are actually very close to the national averages for 30 mph roads
but most residential roads in towns and cities have pavements).

●

Many vehicles pass pedestrians too close and too fast.

The roads are narrow and parts of Medstead Road and Kings Hill, including most of the village-centre section, are particularly
difficult for pedestrians, being just wide enough for two cars to pass each other without slowing down, providing both drivers keep
very close to the left-hand edge of the road.
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Two pedestrians on the south side of Medstead Road.
Traffic approaching from both directions – one car coming down the
hill (approx 35 mph) and four vehicles coming up the hill (approx.
30 mph), will pass the pedestrians at approximately the same time –
not enough room for vehicles and the pedestrians.
What should have happened:
The first car coming up
the hill decided not to
stop and made no
allowance for the
pedestrians

The vehicles coming up the hill should have stopped and waited for
the oncoming car to go by and then passed the pedestrians with a
wide margin.

Missing them by
inches!.

What actually happened:

1

The second car also came
through at speed but did
move over a bit..
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The third vehicle passed
dangerously close
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And the fourth.

5

6
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There’s a car
coming the other
way - and two
people on the
left.

Do I need to stop
and wait for the
other car?

Nah. I don’t even
need to slow
down.

1

3

2

4

Why are these
people in the
road? Something
must be done
about it!

Nice of her
to move out
of the way,
I’ll give her
a wave.
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EHDC AND HCC POLICY DOCUMENTS
Selected quotations from EHDC LCWIP 2020 document:
“to make walking and cycling the natural choices for shorter journeys or as
part of longer journeys”.
“The focus for rural investment within villages will be:
Speed limit changes (traffic orders).
Measures to enforce the speed limit changes (traffic calming measures
including sinusoidal humps, carriageway narrowing and the removal of
centre lines which are shown to reduce speeds).
New footways where necessary”
“Proxy footway (area marked out for pedestrians)
Beech is listed as one of those rural villages where a local project has been
identified.
This 2020 document sets out the HCC policies on various traffic calming measures and,
with site meetings and discussions with Hampshire Highways, informed our assessment
of what would be likely (or unlikely) to meet with HCC approval. The following list shows
the HCC preferences, from the most favourable (a) to the least favourable (h).

a) Road markings – removal or introduction*
b) Gateways and signs.
c) Revised speed limits.
d) Vehicle type restrictions.
e) Vehicle movement restrictions.
f) Horizontal deflections such as pinch points, build outs, chicanes and islands
g)Vertical deflection methods such as road humps of various types, raised tables or
speed cushions.
h) Rumble strips and over-run areas.

October 2020

*The Guidance Note makes it clear that this includes virtual narrowing:
Virtual Narrowing can be achieved by the introduction of carriageway edge lines, together with the removal of centreline markings. This gives the
impression that the carriageway may not be wide enough for vehicles to pass each other, resulting in reduced speeds.

Note: the above document does not cover speed cameras but it has been made clear elsewhere that new fixed speed-cameras are not
favoured by HCC or Hampshire Constabulary.
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TRAFFIC CALMING AND PEDESTRIAN SAFEGUARDING OPTIONS
●

ACCESS ONLY

Very unlikely to be approved – as a classified ‘C’ road, Medstead Road/Kings Hill is part of a network of minor roads
connecting towns and villages throughout the county and is therefore an important part of the transport infrastructure.

●

20 mph limits.

Against current HCC policy. Despite HCC reservations, analysis has shown that 20 mph limits do have a positive effect and,
combined with other measures to make pedestrians feel safer and more secure, could be effective in Beech.

●

Speed bumps

Against HCC policy – they can have an effect, but they are expensive to maintain, noisy and unpleasant for drivers and
passengers, particularly for those with spinal conditions, and unpopular with bus companies and the emergency services.

●

Road edge rumble strips
Against HCC policy – similar objections to speed bumps.

●

Speed cameras and driver activated signs
Fixed speed-cameras are against HCC policy except in exceptional circumstances – they can reduce speeds near schools,
hospitals etc., but are only effective over longer sections if they are part of an average speed system that carries the risk of
automatic speeding convictions. Speed camaras and driver activated displays can be useful as part of a Community
SpeedWatch scheme, but this alone is unlikely to make much difference to the experience of pedestrians walking in Beech.
Under some circumstances speed cameras may have a negative effect, where drivers focus more attention on avoiding a
speeding ticket or a potential driving ban and less on considering other road users.

●
●

Alternative pedestrian footways away from the road (see separate slide)
Physical Road narrowing with chicanes or build-outs

Can be effective but are expensive and currently low on the HCC list of traffic calming options (see separate slide)

●

Virtual road narrowing with road marking such as coloured areas, white lines or hatching, where the impression of road narrowing
encourages drivers to slow down and take more care.

This is one of the more favoured measures in the HCC list of traffic calming options (see separate slide).

●

On-road pedestrian footways – sometimes known as virtual-footways or proxy-footways (see separate slide)

OUR PROPOSED SCHEME
●

Where possible, separate pedestrians from the traffic with off-road
footways, similar to the existing stretch of footway at the bottom end of
Medstead Road. This is the preferred solution for the section of road
next to Bushy Leaze Wood.

●

Elsewhere, where there is no possibility of a separate footway nearby,
install new on-road footways.

On-road
footway –
South Perrott

Beech already has a very modest example of an on-road footway in the form
of two narrowly-spaced white lines in Medstead Road, adjacent to Bushy
Leaze Wood, and there are other examples elsewhere. We have studied the
on-road footways at South Perrott in Dorset and Rowledge in Surrey, visiting
both, and have spoken to parish councillors and other residents. In each
case, the on-road footways are considered to be a success. Of the two, we
think the South Perrott scheme, with the low-height kerb, will work best in our
situation.

Compared to other measures we have looked at, we believe this proposed
scheme has the best chance of gaining County Council approval and directly
addresses our objectives of helping to make pedestrians feel more secure
and encouraging non-motor-vehicle activity in the village.
In addition, we recommend continuing to campaign for a 20 mph speed limit
in Beech village centre as a way of providing an additional improvement in
road safety and quality of life, and we will also continue to press the police to
support the use of fixed speed-cameras, as part of a future Beech
Community SpeedWatch, replacing the need for roadside volunteers.

On-road
footway Rowledge
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SCHEMATIC DRAWING OF PROPOSED FOOTWAYS (NOT TO SCALE)

Track to
Wellhouse
Road

Alton
Abbey

Wellhouse
A339
Road
junction
junction
Construction Sequence
1

4
3

39 Kings Hill

1 Kings Hill

2

Bushy
Leaze car
park

New on-road
footway (low kerb, New off-road
footways
coloured asphalt)

27 Medstead
Road
91 Medstead
Road

New on-road
footway (low kerb,
coloured asphalt)

Existing
off-road
footway

In the event that not all
sections can be completed at
the same time the preferred
construction sequence is, from
east to west:
1. Village centre on-road
footway.
2. Bushy Leaze off-road
footway lower section.
3. Bushy Leaze off-road
footway upper section.
4. Kings Hill on-road footway.

Note: This diagram is for indication only. The construction design and exact route of the new off-road footways and the design of the
on-road footways has not been determined. Although, the working assumption is that they will be on the south side of the road, which
has passed the preliminary HCC safety audit. These issues will be dealt with in the detailed design stage, in discussion with
Hampshire Highways and with input from the Parish Council and the residents of Beech (including from this consultation).
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MAP OF BEECH SHOWING
PROPOSED FOOTWAYS

Note: Length G and the upper half of Length F have been excluded from the footway scheme, to be
considered at a later date.
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OUR PROPOSED SCHEME
New On-Road Footways
New on-road footways will be installed on the south side of the existing
carriageway, in the village centre between 27and 91 Medstead Road and
between 1 and 39 Kings Hill. The footways will have a 20-40 mm (3/4 – 1½
inch) high kerb and be finished with a coloured tarmac. The width is expected
to be 1 m – 1.5 m (variable along the road length) and it is not expected to
extend beyond the existing paved carriageway. This will provide the following
features:

●

A walking route where pedestrians can feel more secure and relaxed.

●

Easily recognisable as a footway.

●

A footway that guides pedestrians to one side of the road, as opposed to
the present situation where pedestrians are liable to be on either side.

●

A pedestrian zone that drivers will tend to avoid except, when necessary,
for example, to make room for oncoming traffic or overtake parked
vehicles.

●

Drivers receive visual and tactile warnings.

●

The footway gives a ‘virtual narrowing‘ effect, creating the impression of
a narrower carriageway and encouraging drivers to slow down and take
care. Rather than trying to force drivers to slow down, this approach
exploits the driver’s natural tendency to adopt a speed and driving style
according to the appearance or ‘feel’ of the road ahead.

●

A long-life (10-25 years, depending on wear conditions).

●

Aesthetically pleasing and in keeping with our rural setting.

South Perrot - Before

South Perrott - After
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More on-road footway before and after examples – showing how the footway width varies to
suit to the precise road conditions.
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OUR PROPOSED SCHEME
New Off-Road Footways next to Bushy Leaze Wood
●

New off-road footways will be constructed alongside (or close to) Medstead Road,
on the south side of the road next to Bushy Leaze Wood, which is owned by
Forestry England. The new off-road footway will join up with the existing off-road
pathway cleared in the privately-owned section of woodland, running parallel to
the upper section of Medstead Road.

●

Separation of pedestrians from road traffic on this section of road, which is
relatively straight and fringed by fewer houses, and on which traffic tends to travel
more quickly.

●

Footways to be designed to retain a rural feel, avoiding the look of an urban
pavement.

●

New footways will be predominantly built on roadside land owned by Hampshire
County Council, to construction standards approved by Hampshire Highways. As
a minimum, the path surface will be similar to that of the footway running down to
the A339.

●

Path width is expected to be 1.5 metres wherever possible, with a minimum of 1m
where width is constrained.

●

Construction likely to involve the levelling and (in places) lowering of roadside
verges/banks.

●

Green verge between footway and road, rather than kerbstones, wherever
possible.

●

Will need to bridge over drainage grips and ditches, which may be improved as
part of construction.

●

May need to utilise small sections of land owned by Forestry England, by
negotiation (depending on precise boundary locations and detailed pathway
design).

Existing Beech
off-road footway
running down to
A339

Example of construction detail for new off-road
footway adjacent to road – the design will vary
according to the conditions.
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Questions and Answers (1)
●

What about using the existing HCC dedications to build a path on land in front of the houses on the south side of
Medstead Road?
This refers to a proposed 1970s road improvement scheme, where HCC took options to build an off-road pedestrian pathway on
the south side of Medstead Road. Those dedications may or may not still be enforceable but HCC takes the view that it would be
unwise to seek to activate 50-year-old legal devices of which existing householders may not even be aware. In any event, Beech
Parish Council is against such a move on the grounds that it would be unfair, unreasonable and unpopular with a significant
section of Beech residents.

●

Will the on-road footway make it more difficult for me to access my drive?
No. The kerb is only 20-40 mm high, similar to the dropped-kerb used for driveway access over normal pedestrian pavements.

●

How will the on-road footway be joined to my existing driveway surface?
This will be a subject for discussion with the property owner and will be completed to their satisfaction. The join will be finished
neatly and without damaging the existing driveway. Depending on the existing driveway surface, concrete edging pieces may be
used on the inside edge of the footway.

●

Won’t a new on-road footway simply encourage more people to put themselves in danger?
Pedestrians are already in danger when they walk in the road and we are expecting that the new footway will reduce that by
providing a refuge for pedestrians, influencing pedestrians to walk on the safer side of the road in each situation and presenting
the appearance of a narrower road, which should persuade drivers to slow down and take more care. We believe that the footway
as designed will meet the needs of increased numbers of walkers and cyclists for many years to come.
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Questions and Answers (2)
●

What about cycle paths?

The standard width for combined pedestrian and cycle paths is about 3 m, in order to segregate pedestrian from cyclists, which is
too wide to implement in Beech. We believe that cyclists coming up the hill will use the proposed on-road footways (assuming
they are on the left side going up), if there are no pedestrians in view, and that some cyclists, children for example, will use the offroad pathways.

●

What will it cost?
Based on preliminary estimates received, the indicative construction costs at 2021 prices (excluding VAT) are:
o
Village centre on-road footway: up to £70,000
o
Off-road footway east of Bushy Leaze Wood entrance: up to £27,000
o
Off-road footway west of Bushy Leaze Wood entrance: up to £23,000
o
Kings Hill on-road footway: up to £33,000
More accurate cost estimates for the construction will be obtained as part of the detail design process. A further 10-12% will be
necessary to cover the design process and oversight of construction, the actual amount depending on the procurement route.

●

Who will pay for the work?
As there have been no recent road fatalities in Beech, this work is not a priority for HCC and so its
Cost falls outside Hampshire Highways' budget. This means that other funds must be found. These
are likely to include:
o
o
o
o
o

HCC and EHDC grant programmes
Infrastructure funds (S106) already held for Beech by EHDC
Community Infrastructure Levy paid by developers of (some) new houses in Beech
Other grant funding organisations
Parish council reserve funds
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Questions and Answers (3)

●

What about the existing path in the private woodland alongside the top of Medstead Road?
It is envisaged that this existing woodland path will join the new off-road footway at Bushy Leaze Wood to the new on-road
footway on Kings Hill.

●

What about Wellhouse Road?
Although the occasional vehicle may speed on Wellhouse Road, the volume of traffic on Medstead Road and Kings Hill is much
greater, and so the through road is the priority for this project.

●

When will these new footways be constructed?
Ideally the works would be completed by the end of 2023. But that timing may well be delayed by two factors: how long it takes to
negotiate HCC’s remaining processes for the approval of detailed designs, and how quickly the necessary funds to pay for the
work can be raised. We fully anticipate that the new footways will be constructed over a period of time, as the necessary funding
is found.

●

What will be the priorities if the project cannot be completed all at once?
In the event of having to stagger the works, the intention would be to construct first the on-road footway in the village-centre, and
then continue in sequence west up the hill. This is because the anticipated volume of pedestrian traffic should be highest in the
village centre, and should progressively decrease moving west. The construction sequence could change, however, if dictated by
HCC, or if certain available funds can only be used to construct certain sections of footway.
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